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How to use this Diary
As you learn to incorporate mindfulness into your everyday life, it is important to keep a 

record of your practice and experience. This diary allows you to do so. 

At the end of each exercise or the end of each day, please complete the daily activity and 

experience awareness questions. The daily activity questions delve into your practice of 

each of the weekly exercises. These questions will allow you to compare how each new 

exercise made you feel at the beginning of the week, and how you feel as you practice it 

over the course of seven days.

The experience awareness questions are designed to focus your attention on both positive 

and negative experiences. This will allow you to delve deeper into the joys and stresses of 

your daily life and examine how you respond to each one.

The pages of this diary have been left blank. We do not wish to constrain your mindfulness 

journey by suggesting that each experience must be written about over a certain number 

of lines. Write as much or as little as you feel you need.  

Should you wish, please feel free to use this diary to jot down thoughts, experiences or 

feelings that occur in your daily life or while you practice mindfulness. This diary is to be a 

private record of your mindfulness journey.

Take good care.

David Kavanagh



PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS EVERY DAY

Daily Activity Questions

Describe your experience of the exercise you did. Was it difficult or easy, and in 

what way?

How did you feel before the exercise?

How do you feel now? (For example, sad, anxious, relieved)

Which thoughts were the most distracting to you as you did the exercise?

What did you do to regain your focus?

How present are you now as you complete this exercise?



PLEASE DO THE EXPERIENCE AWARENESS EXERCISE EVERY DAY

Experience Awareness Questions

On each of the first three days of the week, when a happy experience occurs, 

take note of it as it is occurring. Answer the questions in your diary. On each of 

the four remaining days of the week, when an unhappy experience occurs, take 

note of it as it is occurring. Answer the questions in your diary.

As you go through your experiences, be mindful of your senses. 

• What did you see, taste, touch, smell and hear? 

• How does it make you feel?  

• What do you feel? 

• What are the things that make you feel the way you do?










































































